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The need for monitoring 
feature usage



Why monitor 

feature usage? 

Because the data can be 

turned into actionable 

insights.



Examples of actionable insights

If the number of users discovering the 

feature is low, then it can be promoted 

via the Getting started checklist, or 

through blogs and articles.



Examples of actionable insights

If the number of users setting up the 

feature is much lower than discovering, 

then the setup process can be improved 

by adding teaching tips, or by 

introducing a setup wizard.



Examples of actionable insights

If the usage numbers are low, it’s worth 

checking if the feature can be easily 

reached from all the appropriate 

contexts, and that it is performant.



Examples of actionable insights

Feature errors are easy to monitor and 

investigate due to the additional context 

provided in each message.



What to do when

- The discovery numbers are low

- The setup numbers are much lower than the discovery numbers

- The usage numbers are low

- There are feature errors



The solution – Feature 
telemetry



What is feature 

telemetry



Code example

MyFeature.Page.al

trigger OnAction()

var

FeatureTelemetry: Codeunit "Feature Telemetry";

begin

...

FeatureTelemetry.LogUsage('0000ABC',

'My Feature', 'Action completed');

end;



Feature usage monitoring

Generic ExtensibleEasy to use



Getting the data











https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/







Feature usage and uptake report example

*MAT – Monthly Active Tenants



Conventions



The reason for having a convention

In essence, feature telemetry is just regular telemetry 

with some extra data. 

It only really becomes powerful if it’s used according 

to the recommended conventions.



Conventions

Any given feature should only emit uptake feature telemetry in the following order: 

“Discovered” -> “Set up” -> “Used”

State “Discovered” should be registered when pages related to the given feature are opened 

(or otherwise when a user intentionally seeks information about a feature)   

State “Set up” should be registered when the user performed a set up for the feature (usually 

right after a record in a table related to the feature is added or updated)  

State “Used” should be registered when a user attempts to use the feature (note the 

difference with LogUsage, which should be called only if the feature is used successfully)



Example (for Configuration packages)

When the “Configuration packages” page is opened, register state “Discovered”

When the package is imported, register state “Set up”

When the user confirms that they want to apply the package, register state “Used”

If the package is applied successfully, call LogUsage to register successful usage of the 

feature



Using feature telemetry 
in your own solution









Extensibility









Low code / no code 
applications









How you can draw more insights with low code / no 

code

- Setting up a monitor in Azure Portal

- Using the trendline and forecasting features in Power BI

- Using the Key Influencers feature in Power BI



Conclusions

- Feature telemetry is a new System Application module 

available from version 19.1 that allows you to easily monitor 

feature usage

- Using feature telemetry will allow you to make well-informed 

proactive and reactive actions to help your business thrive

- The help resources for feature telemetry can be found at 

github.com/microsoft/BCTech under 

samples/AppInsights/AL/FeatureTelemetry

github.com/microsoft/BCTech/tree/master/samples/AppInsights/AL/FeatureTelemetry


Thank you
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